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First, I want to	  express my appreciation	  for the warm welcome and support

you have	  given to Dave and	  me over the past weeks.	  Trustees, faculty and staff:	  

you have been	  gracious and	  generous with	  your kindness. Your encouragement

and prayers	  have been	  appreciated	  and	  we thank	  you.	  Know that	  Dave and I are

honored	  to	  join	  your community and	  are absolutely joyful to	  be here.

Second, I offer my heartfelt	  appreciation to Sr.	  Jane Ann Slater. Sr. Jane

Ann, your work on behalf of OLLU	  has positioned us to meet the coming

challenges	  with grace	  and race toward the future with confidence.	  I pledge to you

that	  I will	  care for	  the people of	  OLLU as you cared for	  them and will work

tirelessly	  on their	  behalf.

I have always loved the start of the school	  year. Growing up the fifth	  of 10

children, I did not have much	  that was new. Virtually all of my clothing was passed	  

to me from my	  older	  siblings.	  But	  every	  August, my mother took me to get brand

new shoes with	  which	  to	  start the new school year. Now, these may not have

been	  the most glamorous	  of kicks. In fact, for	  my	  early	  years they	  were the black	  

and white	  saddle	  shoes	  worn by every other girl in the class.	  But do	  you	  

remember	  the feeling of	  new shoes? How you could run faster, jump higher? That	  

any journey became possible in new shoes?



Now if you	  think about it, the start	  of	  the academic	  year	  marks the start	  of	  

a new journey, not just for our students, but for	  each of us. Your successes	  of the	  

past few years should encourage	  us	  to move forward with confidence. Stronger

enrollment, the	  revitalization of our academic	  programs, stronger retention and

recent	  successes in fundraising are just	  some of	  the signs that	  we are moving in

the right	  direction.	  

These gains and others have been	  realized because	  you came	  together as	  

one community, to face challenges head on and to address them with creativity.	  

We	  must sustain and build upon that spirit. Because	  the	  challenges	  are	  not

diminishing,	  but rather,	  are in fact coming faster and from every corner.	  At	  OLLU,

we continue to see enrollment in undergraduate programs decline. Yet overall

enrollment is	  strong –fueled by healthy increases in	  the number of students

enrolling	  in our graduate	  programs. Additionally, this	  year more	  students	  than

ever before	  have	  chosen to study	  with us	  via	  distance	  education.

And so, we must ask ourselves: what do these enrollment trends tell us

about OLLU’s	  future?	  To what degree	  should they influence	  how we	  allocate	  our

resources? Are there opportunities to increase our resource base?	  How do we

stay	  true	  to our core	  mission while	  welcoming	  new students	  who come	  to us	  from

increasingly	  more diverse circumstances?

Another thing that I love about the start of a new year is the promise of

new relationships. Most obviously,	  we will have the opportunity to forms

relationships with each of	  the students who come to us this year.	  And we

welcome our new faculty and	  staff to	  our community. But we are also	  blessed	  



with opportunities to work	  with people with whom we have known for	  years,	  in

new ways.

At the start of each year, we	  are	  presented with a new vantage	  point from

which to view	  the people around us.	  This is especially	  true on campuses where

the environment	  is dynamic	  with people coming and going. People	  who at one	  

time were unnoticed	  become prominent, those who	  once struggled	  with	  newness	  

are	  now confident in their experience. New circumstances move us into	  different

orbits and	  changes in	  paradigms require new action.

As we move into this new year, each of us will be given a multitude	  of

opportunities to	  interact with	  people with	  whom we may not have interacted	  

before. Likewise, we will be presented	  with	  opportunities to	  interact differently

then we have before.	  If	  we allow ourselves to alter	  our	  routines, to engage in new

ways, we just may find that our work has become more interesting, and possibly,

even more	  enjoyable.	  And so I ask	  you to look	  around you as you walk	  the campus

and challenge	  yourself	  to reach out	  to people	  you may	  not	  work	  with directly;

have lunch	  with	  a colleague who	  has a different perspective; attend a lecture	  if

lectures are not	  your	  thing; and visit a building	  you rarely enter.

This is important because with new relationships come new discussions. I have

already posed some	  questions	  this	  morning	  but there are many others to	  

consider.	  For example, questions that	  we might use to guide our discussions could

include:

Are we structured appropriately? Does our academic and	  administrative 

structure	  make	  the	  best use	  of our people’s	  talents	  while	  supporting the 

types of	  interaction that	  will	  unleash our creativity	  and innovative	  spirit? 



 

 

 

•	 How do we differentiate ourselves in	  the marketplace? How do we

communicate	  to potential students	  who we	  are? How can we	  best	  continue	  

our legacy of reaching out to	  underserved	  populations while recognizing

that	  for	  many	  other	  students, OLLU presents a terrific	  fit?

•	 How can	  we become more financially resilient? Can	  we become less

dependent on tuition	  dollars by generating revenue with	  mission	  related	  

endeavors? What investments	  are needed to increase the results of	  our	  

fundraising programs?

•	 How do we care for our students and	  employees? How do we improve

facilities so that	  learning, living and working is optimal	  for	  all? How do we

recognize	  contribution, excellence	  and effort? How do we communicate

our values and	  our Catholic Identity in	  our daily work?

This morning I have posed a lot of questions. These are not all	  of the

questions, or necessarily even	  the right questions. I place them before you today

in hopes that	  they	  will	  inspire you to ask	  others and in doing so, enter	  into

discussions regarding how we steward	  this great gift that OLLU	  is. I invite each	  of

you, metaphorically	  speaking, to don a new pair of	  shoes.	  To come to this new

year with a fresh perspective—open	  to new ways of	  working together	  with a

renewed personal	  investment	  in OLLU’s future.

Over the course of the coming months, I will be hosting as many gatherings as

possible to	  get the conversation	  going. I hope that you	  will join	  us in	  one or more

of these discussions but know that I will value your input in	  whichever way you	  

choose	  to offer it.	  My friends, God’s providence has brought us together in

service	  to OLLU. Let us	  use	  this	  great gift to have	  a great year.




